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German elementary schoolers learn essay writing in a rather holistic manner. Typically a series of about 3
to 5 pictures is presented to them and they are asked to produce a little interesting story of about 10
sentences. In a so called “Schreibkonferenz” (writing laboratory), the whole class evaluates one such essay
and discusses techniques to improve the text in a hands-on manner.
“The Sentence Fairy” is a software tool for a virtual writing lab, i.e. to improve essay-writing skills of
German elementary schoolers by little exercises where the feedback is automatically produced. A main
prerequisite of our system is that the children should not type but only use the mouse, as their writing skills
vary too much (in a corpus studies with 1000 little stories, we found out-of-vocabulary rates of 30% due to
spelling problems; moreover, keyboard typing skills shouldn’t be an issue at all). The “Sentence Fairy” system
consists of two main parts: (1) Teacher mode to encode new stories and (2) Pupil mode to run essay-writing
exercises (online prototype under http://www.uni-koblenz.de/~chrissik/Satzfee.html).
The goal of the teacher mode is to specify exercises for a new story with minimal effort. The exercises for
the pupils are constructed fully automatically from a syntactic/semantic encoding of the story. As teachers
cannot be expected to encode the syntactic/semantic representation directly, in our system, those
representations are extracted by parsing plain text and asking for some elaboration and clarification in a
dialogue mode. Thus, basically, an ordered series of pictures and the corresponding text in terms of simple
main clauses have to be entered by the teacher. Moreover, (s)he answers the questions asked by the system
and, finally, (s)he determines a limited set of rhetorical structure relations (RST; [Mann & Thompson, 1988])
between pairs of sentences. Currently, we only use the temporal and causal relations.
The given simple main clauses are parsed rudimentarily syntactically and semantically by a Performance
Grammar parser ([Kempen & Harbusch, 2002]; the PG structures are expanded by semantic features in the
spirit of Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS; [Copestake et al., 2005]). Missing vocabulary is added in a
dialogue to fill morpho-syntactic and semantic features. The resulting syntactic/semantic structures guide
another dialogue to verify, expand or revise the constructed representation of all the sentences to be used in
the “Sentence Fairy” system. (Currently, the dialogue component is in a rudimentary state as we manipulate
the structures directly.)
From this representation of a story, three different exercises for the pupil mode can be generated fully
automatically in the current prototype: (1) A comprehension test for the story is performed by asking to
associate sentences with pictures (see Figure 1: The sentences in the right can be selected with the mouse
and moved to a dotted box in the left panel. Figure 1 (a) shows a snapshot where the Fairy gives a negative
feedback to an only partial ordering of a given pile of sentences). This kind of exercise is constructed by taking
randomly sentences from the ordered list and making them selectable items in the right lower panel. Feedback
is binary here (OK vs. encouraging to do it again) and is determined by matching the pupil’s choice with the
given order.
(2) The second exercise is a sentence combining task (see Figure 2). From the representation, pairs of
sentences with an RST relation are selected and all syntactic realizations for all RST relations that are
encoded in the Sentence Fairy’s internal knowledge base make up the list of selectable items (e.g., the relation
“cause” can be realized by denn, da, weil ‘for’, ‘because’). All conjunctions are associated with their syntactic
realizations in terms of main and subordinate clause realization (coordinations and relative clause
constructions can also be constructed fully automatically by our system). These syntactic representations are
sent to our natural language generation component, which can produce all paraphrases licenced by German
word order rules [Harbusch et al., 2006]. The “Sentence Fairy” yields all word orders for all possible
constructions the pupils could enter. Based on this list, the system generates its binary feedback. Moreover, in
exercise (2), anaphors have to be selected by the pupil in order to avoid repetitions (see Figures 2 (b) and (c),
where the “Sentence Fairy” recommends the replacement of Tim by a pronoun and “rejects” a wrong choice
due to a gender mismatch (er ‘he’ vs. sie ‘she’)). Currently, we can only check pronominalizations
automatically. Varying the referent (e.g. ‘Tim’ vs. ‘the little boy’) is not yet dealt with.
(3) Word order variation is exercised here (see Figure 3) for main clauses or combined clauses. In the
example given in Figure 3, a relative clause has to be produced by the pupils. Here again our natural language
generator allows to verifiy or falsify a pupil’s choice automatically. Accordingly, an appropriate feedback is
selected from a fixed list of error messages or compliments. Figure 3 (b) illustrates our generator's capability to
verify or falsify subtle word order variants in German.
Currently we are developing new exercises for teaching pupils (in)direct speech, because we identified this
as a serious problem when we analysed corpus material of transliterated essays that had been handwritten by
pupils. Moreover, we are going to integrate grammar teaching exercises with the sentence combining
exercises (cf. our COMPASS system, which does sentence combining for purely syntactically encoded trees
[Harbusch et al., 2007]). Our system is being evaluated with 4th grade pupils.

Figure 1(a): Exercise (1) – text comprehension. Here you see the general look of any exercise. The task is
always explained in the headline (possibly supplemented by the picture corresponding to the currently
exercised sentences). The Fairy permanently resides in the upper right corner. She provides feedback after
pressing the orange Fertig ‘Done’ button in the lower right panel. The feedback consists of two parts: (1) a
general binary indication of “correct” by a green checkmark or “false” by a red circled F (as in this example)
and (2) a compliment or an encouragement with an explanatory text on how to do better. A loudspeaker
represented by a mushroom sits in the lower right corner to help pupils with reading problems, as
sentences of the story on the page can be dragged to the mushroom to be read aloud to the pupil. (S)he
can also listen to exercises and feedback by clicking the audio-buttons provided with those items. In this
case, reading stops when the mouse is moved away from the button. The center of the page is devoted to
the individual drag & drop tasks. In general, the right and/or lower panel is designated to the pieces to be
moved, and the target of the drag & drop operation is always located in the upper and/or left panel of the
screen. This general design decision configures a result screen that is filled in the upper/left panel. Even
the indication that the task is fulfilled is placed in the upper panel (cf. Figure 1 (b), 2 (b), 2 (c) and 3 (b)
showing result pages). Otherwise the left panel of the screen would finally be empty, which could confuse
the pupils with respect to their preferred reading direction top-down, left-to-right. Whether this subtle design
decision is helpful for the pupils is currently evaluated.
In exercise (1), the pupils select a sentence from the right lower panel and move it to a dotted box in the
right panel where it fits the content of the picture. For reasons of space let us ignore the German text
describing the story here but only concentrate on the feedback. In the upper right panel the Fairy gives a
negative feedback (F) saying that the pupil should try harder as obviously not all boxes are filled yet.

Figure 1 (b). Exercise (1) completed. The Fairy now gives a positive feedback (cf. the green checkmark) and a
compliment. Finally, she suggests to go on with exercise (2) by pressing the orange button.

Figure 2 (a): Exercise (2) – initial screen of sentence combining task. The system has selected a pair of
sentences where one is preselected to be the first element in a combined sentence (cf. Tim geht durch den
Wald ‘Tim walks through the forest’). However the pupil can deselect this sentence and choose the
subordinate variant from the lower right panel, where the subordinate word order for this sentence is provided
as well. The other sentence (‘Tim wants to go for a walk’) is shown in main and subordinate clause word
orders (provided by our paraprase generator) on the pile in the lower right panel. In the “bathtub”, all
conjunctions which are licensed by RST relations are suggested to be dragged to one of the orange oval
boxes.

Figure 2 (b): Exercise (2) – sentence combining successfully performed. A correct combined sentence has
been produced using denn ‘for’, ‘because‘ (cf. the green checkmark and a positive feedback). However, the
sentence is not yet perfect, as using the word ‘Tim’ twice should be avoided. The system suggests a
pronominalization as next exercise.

Figure 2 (c): Exercise (2) – sentence combining with pronominalization where a pronoun of the wrong gender
(feminine instead of masculine) has been selected (cf. pronouns of different gender and case are automatically
calculated and become selectable items in the “bathtub” now). Our system can automatically identify this error
by looking up the semantic information of ‘Tim’ (cf. the negative feedback (red circled F) encouraging the pupil
to try once more).

Figure 3 (a): Exercise (3) – initial screen of word order variation. For a pair of sentences (the system has
automatically predetermined: ‘Tim, who _ _ _ _ , stops interestedly’) the pupil has to find an appropriate word
order for the relative clause (given the words: ‘somebody’, ‘sing’, ‘suddenly’, ‘hears’).

Figure 3 (b): Exercise (3) – Word order variation failed due to a subtle error in German word order ( singen hört
‘sing hears’ vs. hört singen ‘hears sing’ (‘hears singing’); cf. the negative feedback (red circled F) by the Fairy).
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